




What is Science?

“Science is not a collection of facts, nor is it “Science is not a collection of facts, nor is it 

something that happens in a laboratory.  

Science happens in the head; it is a flight of 

imagination beyond the constraints of 

ordinary perception”







Biofuels – short version





Various Plants Under Study
Jatropha, Agavae, Maize, Salcanoria, algae, many others – even wood chips













Photosythesis
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Algae Ethanol at Pilot Plant in Texas 



Will These Men Change the World?



Artificial photosynthesis driving ATP 

formation in liposomal membranes



Artificial Photosynthesis



• Under the fuel through artificial photosynthesis scenario, nanotubes 

embedded within a membrane would act like green leaves, using incident 

solar radiation (H³) to split water molecules (H2O), freeing up electrons 

and oxygen (O2) that then react with carbon dioxide (CO2) to produce a 

fuel, shown here as methanol (CH3OH). The result is a renewable green 

energy source that also helps scrub the atmosphere of excessive carbon energy source that also helps scrub the atmosphere of excessive carbon 

dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels. (Credit: Illustration by Flavio 

Robles, Berkeley Lab Public Affairs)



Use Artificial Photosynthesis and 

Nanotubes to Generate Hydrogen 

Fuel with Sunlight



Things That Can Catalyze Innovative, Boundary-

Crossing Research

• Collaborative Researchers must:

– Think broadly, act personally and manage the innovation 

mix

• Resist falling back on traditional comfort zones 

– Make the research model deeply different

• Pay particular attention to areas of the research where no one is • Pay particular attention to areas of the research where no one is 

actively innovating. 

– Force an outside look - every time.

• Push researchers to work with “outsiders” more, making it first 

systematic and then, a part of your culture 

– Ignite innovation thorough integration of science and 

technology 

• Use technology as an innovation catalyst 



The Collaboration Gap

Collaboration and partnering is "theoretically easy," but "practically hard 

to do." 

Collaboration requires serious intent. 

Having a few beers together is not collaboration. 

Collaboration requires discipline

Collaborations need to be encouraged, affirmed and rewarded as part of 

an institutional plan



Integration of Key Components Necessary for a Successful 

Program

Institutional Support

Committed Faculty

Talented and Motivated Students

Funding

Departments & Programs Willingness to Work to Common Goal



Bottom line is to Form Unique Partnerships to Move Science Forward

……..with the willingness to take risks, to build upon rather than remain 

cemented in tradition and to embrace, and learn from, failure




